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The Curious World of Gender Medicine
“When I use a word,’ Humpty Dumpty
said in rather a scornful tone, ‘it
means just what I choose it to mean
— neither more nor less.’

’The ques�on is,’ said Alice, ‘whether
you can make words mean so many
different things.’

’The ques�on is,’ said Humpty
Dumpty, ‘which is to be master —
that’s all.”

― Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking Glass

The Care Quality Commission found that staff at GIDS
(the NHS gender service for children and adolescents)
were trained on incident repor�ng. But the GIDS had
an odd understanding of what cons�tutes an
‘incident’. An audit of pa�ent records in March 2020
examined the way that ‘capacity, competency and
consent’ was recorded. Established procedures were
not followed in eight out of the eleven records
reviewed:

The absence of a structured assessment
had not been recorded as an incident for
any of these records, despite the absence
of a formal record of assessment
poten�ally leading to a risk of medicines
being administered unlawfully.

Administering medicines unlawfully sounds
serious. But this was not ‘recorded as an
incident for any of these records.’ The wrong
name on an envelope, however, triggered the
proper procedures:

a member of staff described an incident
involving the young person’s preferred
name being wri�en on a le�er but their
given name, which they did not like to use,
was wri�en on the envelope. The service
sent the young person a formal apology
for this.

There’s a topsy turvy logic at work here: feelings are
a lot more important than facts, language than
powerful body altering medicines.

When I met Stephanie in 2016, I was impressed by
the way she sought out facts and evidence. I was
also struck by her concern for the kids and young
adults caught up in this movement. In her 2021
interview with Benjamin Boyce, Stephanie said:
‘I see myself as an advocacy group for all children

who don't fit sex stereotypes: all the odd kids like I
was - all the ones who are the outsiders, the ones
who get le� out, the ones who get bullied, the
slightly vulnerable kids, the ones with mental health
issues that…You know I really feel like I get those
kids.’ Like Stephanie, I wanted to find out why kids
were being sent off for medical interven�ons and
why our culture had bought into this answer to
distress.

Through the Looking Glass with
Mermaids

My first three pieces for Transgender Trend took me
through the looking glass into the mythic world of
Mermaids.

When ITV announced that Anna Friel was starring as
a lightly fic�onalised version of the Susie and Jackie
Green story, we knew we had to provide an
alterna�ve view. BBC online presented the show as
public service broadcas�ng in a glowing review by
Rebecca Thomas. The accompanying s�ll shows Max
hoping to cross the glass wall to the underwater
world where he can become a mermaid:

Hard, really, to find a clearer image of the fantasy
sold to parents and children by Mermaids. Paris Lees
hoped the show would ‘be a game-changer." As it
happened, the game-changer, arguably, was a series
of ar�cles by Andrew Gilligan in the Sunday Times
that were illustrated by images from the show.
Transgender Trend decided to release a blog to
follow each episode. In the first, we argued that ‘the
show significantly and dangerously misrepresents
current thinking on the care of gender confused
children and young people.’ The s�nging last line
was the work of Shelley Charlesworth.
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Butterfly: A Mermaids Tale
Post published:October 14, 2018

Bu�erfly, an ITV drama starring Anna
Friel, follows a family as they try to
understand their troubled gender
non-conforming 11-year-old.

The ‘inspira�on for the show very much came from
real-life’, Pink News reports: ‘Susie Green, head of
the charity Mermaids, worked closely with the
producers of the show and Bu�erfly mirrors the true
story of Susie and her child Jackie.’ In a glowing
review on the BBC website by Rebecca Thomas,
Bu�erfly is presented as public service broadcas�ng
in the spirit of Lord Reith: this is drama to ‘entertain,
educate and inform’. The ITV mini series ‘will surely
have a beneficial effect.’

In an ar�cle in the Guardian the writer of Bu�erfly,
Tony Marchant, is clear about the intended
audience:

“The primary-colour storytelling pale�e is,
however, inten�onal. Marchant envisages a
family audience, who presumably will watch on
catchup since moments of Bu�erfly are too
shocking to air before 9pm. “First, it would be
kids going through this, with or without the
support of their parents. It’s a posi�ve, affirming
message. Then I’d hope it would be parents who
aren’t coping with it. A�er that, maybe just kids
with any sort of difference, and their parents.
Some sense of: this is what we need to do, this
is OK.””

The show not only follows the Mermaids script but
appears complete with product placement, branding
and Mermaids supporters in small ac�ng roles. Over
the credits we see Max’s room, painted an
underwater blue, li�ered with Li�le Mermaid toys
and a mermaid pendant. Visi�ng the SeaLife
aquarium, Max has a vision of a mermaid, an
a�rac�ve woman with breasts and fishtail costume,
swimming towards him. Mermaids of course belong
to the pre-sexual world of children’s literature: we
don’t and can’t know what happens below the waist.

But in the real world, Max faces strict gender
policing: the credits show nail varnish being
removed and lips�ck wiped off. Turning up to collect
Max and sister Lily for a day out, the dad praises
Max’s new haircut and calls him a “handsome young
chap”. To heal the split in the family, Max tells his
dad that when he grows up he wants to be a
footballer, adding in a shaky voice that his dad
‘knows’ what he really wants to be. The viewer
knows that what Max wants to be is a woman, a
career choice on a par with Max’s other two op�ons,
footballer or astronaut.

In this drama, femininity is expressed in gender
stereotypes. Max doesn’t want chips because he is
‘watching his weight’ (here a sign of femininity that
would be worrying even in a slim 11-year-old girl).
Back home, Max reveals his innate femininity when
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Image from the trailer for Bu�erfly showing Mermaids product placement
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he tells his mother that his father’s new girlfriend is
“a bit Kardashian”. While Vicky and her daughter
discuss Max’s girlyness, we see him dancing alone in
his bedroom, wearing a strappy pink top.

The take home message for the viewer is that
femininity in a boy points to a transgender iden�ty.
There certainly are kids who diverge from the
gendered norms associated with their sex and do so
despite the culture of the family in which they are
raised. Some boys, for instance, display a more
extreme form of femininity than would be the norm
for girls. In fact we know from robust research that
gender atypical boys are far more likely than the
norm to turn out to be gay (though most will be
heterosexual). The least likely outcome in adulthood
is a transgender iden�ty.

At school, Max is called “gay boy” and a girl s�cks
out her tongue at him. In a flashback, we see Max
dancing to music in a fluffy pink sweater and being
hit by Stephen – a moment of violence which leads
to his father leaving home. Si�ng alone in the
school playground, Max longs to join a line of girls
who are dancing and when he finally does so,
encouraged by his sister, we see Max relax is he
expresses his feminine side. The inevitable bullying
follows: two boys corner Max on his way home to
call him ‘Dance boy’ and ‘Gay boy’. ‘Show us your
moves’ they taunt. Max replies: ‘I’m a freak.’

Homophobic bullying is a feature of many transi�on
narra�ves. As Alex Ber�e told Janice Turner: ‘“I was
known as the ‘weird lesbian girl’ and nobody would
speak to me, and suddenly it was just really hard,
because I’d never found it difficult to make friends
really.” As Turner explains: ‘For three years, she
endured shouts of “lezzer” or “you’re a boy” without
repor�ng it, growing ever more troubled. She self-
harmed by cu�ng her legs where her mother
wouldn’t no�ce.’ Researchers have found that
homophobic name calling can contribute to a
change in a child’s gender iden�ty:

homophobic name calling at the onset of middle
school emerged as a form of peer influence that
predicted change in early adolescent gender
iden�ty from the fall to the spring of the 6th
grade academic year.

These findings are important as they help us to
understand Max’s defiant reply when his grandad
suggests that he may be gay. “I’m not gay!” Max
insists, and his dad understandably responds: ‘So
he’s pre�y clear about that then’. But Max knows
that being gay brings playground abuse and parental
conflict. In 2016 actor Rupert Evere� revealed that
he had consistently dressed as a girl as a child:

‘“I really wanted to be a girl”, he said. “Thank
God the world of now wasn’t then, because I’d be
on hormones and I’d be a woman. A�er I was 15 I
never wanted to be a woman again.”

Max doesn’t feel he has a choice, but nor do his
parents, especially when Max starts self-harming,
slashing his wrists at the moment that his mum is
about to set off on a date. Self-harm, the script
suggests, is a response to Max’s gender issues. But
we know – Samaritans is clear on this – that there ‘is
no simple explana�on for why someone chooses to
die by suicide and it is rarely due to one par�cular
factor.’

We also know that the best way to help someone
with suicidal thoughts is to listen without imposing a
meaning on their ac�ons. But this scene contributes
to the idea that transgender children are peculiarly
vulnerable to suicide even though we know
that ‘Suicide among young children is vanishingly
rare’. Max is 11: to get a sense of how rare suicide in
this age group is, we need to realise that 10 out of
the 3.3 million kids aged 10-14 killed themselves last
year. But sta�s�cs don’t mean much to parents
faced by a child in distress.

In a statement released to the Sunday Times,
Tavistock GIDS had this to say about the portrayal of
suicidality in Bu�erfly:

“Suicidality in young people a�ending the Gids is
similar to that of young people referred to child
and adolescent mental health services.

“It is not helpful to suggest that suicidality is an
inevitable part of this condi�on . . . It would be
very unusual for younger children referred to the
service to make suicidal a�empts. More posi�ve
narra�ves. . . are important.”

What we see in the first episode is really self-harm,
a growing problem among children and young
people. But here too there is excellent
advice available for parents. We know that a child or
adolescent ‘may self-harm to help them cope with
nega�ve feelings and difficult experiences, to feel
more in control, or to punish themselves. It can be a
way of relieving overwhelming feelings that build up
inside’. Max says ‘I did it to calm myself down’.
We know that parents should try not to overreact.
But Max’s parents are frightened and the father
decides to return home. For a confused child,
desperate to mend a broken family, the message is
that self-harm works.

For the viewer, the moral is clear: Max is
transgender and the parents must act fast. Vicky
tells her GP that the family visited a psychologist to
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discuss Max’s cross-sex iden�fica�on when he was
five and learned that most children like him will
grow up to be gay. ‘You wouldn’t be told that now’,
responds the GP. Max will need professional help
and possibly puberty blocking medica�on because
‘Puberty can be a �cking clock.’ Modern clocks, of
course, don’t �ck, but then a natural puberty is an
old-fashioned op�on.

Bu�erfly is offered as Reithian public service TV. But
the show significantly and dangerously
misrepresents current thinking on the care of gender
confused children and young people. The ‘watchful
wai�ng’ approach associated with the Tavistock GIDS
is not out of date: guidance issued in March 2018 on
‘Suppor�ng transgender and gender-diverse people’
by the Royal College of Psychiatrists:

…acknowledges the need for be�er evidence on
the outcomes of pre-pubertal children who
present as transgender or gender-diverse,
whether or not they enter treatment. Un�l that
evidence is available, the College believes that
a watch and wait policy, which does not place
any pressure on children to live or behave in
accordance with their sex assigned at birth or to
move rapidly to gender transi�on, may be an
appropriate course of ac�on when young people
first present. (Emphasis added)

Instead Bu�erfly suggests that parents of children
who self-harm must proceed urgently with
transi�on. Amusingly it caricatures gender cri�cal
parents at Transgender Trend in the figure of
Grandad. It is Grandad who thinks that Max is gay
and who worries about the impact of social media –
perhaps with reason for we see Max viewing ‘I am
Jazz’ in his bedroom.

If Minister for Equali�es Penny Mordaunt tunes in
she may discover that only Grandad shares
her desire to discover

‘whether the influence of social media is driving
more children to consider changing sex, and
whether it is appropriate to treat pre-pubescent
children with drugs’.

Perhaps it’s too much to hope that Grandad will get
on to social media or contact a group like
Transgender Trend. Now that really would inject a
bit of drama and tension into the series.
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The next week I tackled the issue of puberty blockers
(that Michael Biggs would get his teeth into over the
next year) and discovered that Ferring
pharmaceu�cals had sponsored the key 2006 ar�cle
by Delamarre van de Waal and Cohen Ke�enis.

My guess was that some parents demanded this
interven�on because they were afraid that their

children might grow up to look trans – in fact Sahar
Sadjadi suggested in 2013 that puberty blockers
promised ‘the preven�on of visible transgender
adults’. Stephanie added the sub�tle – ‘the case for
Puberty Blockers’ - in the hope that we might reach
beyond our already scep�cal readership.

“They Look Normal” –
The Case For Puberty Blockers
Post published:October 22, 2018

In the first episode of Bu�erfly, we saw
Max’s desperate parents repeat what
they knew about the likely outcome of
Max’s gender dysphoria. The dad
knows it’s unlikely that the gender
dysphoria will persist past puberty –
he’s discovered online that:

‘Apparently only a quarter of the kids, who, how
do you call it, say, express themselves like that,
you know, feel like that when they reach puberty.
That’s what it says online, anyway. A lot of them
just pack it in.’

The second episode is devoted to the mother’s
increasingly desperate search for physical
interven�on, a search that will culminate in parental

abduc�on as she tries to take the child
out of the country against his father’s
wishes. This fran�c quest derives from
the advice of the doctor in the first
episode. If Max becomes more
distressed, she tells them, he may need
‘puberty blockers to delay his
development as a young man.’

GnRH agonists, or puberty blockers, are
o�en presented as a risk-free
interven�on that is ‘fully reversible’: if
the child does not want to proceed with
transi�on they can be stopped, it is
claimed, and puberty will restart, albeit
at a later stage. The Dutch team who
pioneered this interven�on viewed this
extra �me as:

‘an extended diagnos�c phase, in which the
distress the physical feminisa�on or
masculinisa�on was producing is significantly
reduced.’

If the child does want to proceed, blockers mean
that the secondary sex characteris�cs triggered by
puberty (broken voice, an Adam’s apple, facial hair in
the case of boys, breast development in the case of
girls) have been prevented and fewer surgical
interven�ons will be necessary. If Max transi�ons, as
an adult he will pass cosme�cally as female and will
not look trans. It’s a win-win interven�on. Or so the
argument used to go.

But there’s a case against puberty blockers that is
becoming more compelling as some of the many
gaps in our knowledge begin to be filled. We know
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that blockers vastly increase the likelihood that the
child will remain on a medical pathway. In real life, it
is the ‘online’ wisdom about desistance that
is correct: ‘children’s GD/GV persists a�er puberty in
only 10-30 percent of all cases’. As the GIDS
team reported in 2016, these figures change if we
provide puberty blockers:

‘Persistence was strongly correlated with the
commencement of physical interven�ons such as
the hypothalamic blocker (t=.395, p=.007) and no
pa�ent within the sample desisted a�er having
started on the hypothalamic blocker.’

In this report, every one of the pa�ents on the
blocker persisted while 90.3% of those not on the
blocker desisted. Either clinicians have semi divine
powers of insight or the blocker itself strongly
affected the outcome for the child. This drug is not
the neutral reversible interven�on that was claimed
because:

‘it freezes youngsters in a prolonged childhood,
secluding them from certain aspects of reality
and isola�ng them from peer groups.’

And even if Max does go on to transi�on, as Jazz
Jennings discovered, puberty blockers will make a
vaginoplasty more difficult because the surgeon has
only a child’s prepubertal genitals to refashion into a
simulacrum of an adult vagina: ‘genital
underdevelopment may limit some poten�al
reconstruc�ve op�ons.’ (It’s also much harder to
remove a vagina on a natal female who has been
puberty blocked because the skin deprived of
oestrogen does not respond well to surgical
interven�on.)

A child whose puberty is blocked and who goes on
to transi�on will necessarily be infer�le. Currently
there are a�empts to offer ‘fer�lity preserva�on’ but
a prepubertal child may not be able to ejaculate.
Semen must be harvested via electro ejacula�on
under anaesthesia, the quality of the semen is likely
to be low and the eventual use of the semen may
require the use of a surrogate (a rented female body
who will incubate the child of a surgically
fashioned woman).

We know very li�le about the capacity for sexual
pleasure in a natal male who proceeds to genital
reconstruc�on a�er puberty blockade. But we
know for certain that blockers reduce libido: they
are a�er all also used to chemically castrate sex
offenders. The medical treatment for sex
offenders available on the NHS includes GnRH
agonists used as ‘an�libidinal medica�on’.
‘An�libidinal medica�on is associated with a range

of side effects’ the guidance for clinicians warns,
‘including the risk of liver damage, breast growth,
hot flushes, depression and a decrease in bone
density.’ Puberty blockers put a natal female into a
‘pseudomenopause’.

This medica�on is a massive disrup�on in a child’s
body. If Max does transi�on, (and offering puberty
blockers will make that outcome virtually certain),
blockers will improve appearance but destroy sexual
func�on and fer�lity. On balance we might
reasonably decide that le�ng the child go through
their natal puberty whatever path they choose later
on is the be�er op�on.

That’s how the choice might look if you were a
clinician trying to weigh the ethical choices of
beneficence (doing good) and non-maleficence (do
no harm). But let’s suppose now that you’re the
parent. You care desperately about your child and
know their unhappiness. If you have not read some
of the fact checking posts available on Transgender
Trend or 4thwavenow you may believe that the
choices are transi�on or suicide. Maybe also (and
this is a difficult one for you to admit) you feel some
revulsion at the idea that your child may not pass as
an adult, may look ‘trans’.

Puberty blockers produce adults who pass: ‘They
look beau�ful, they look normal’, says Norman
Spack, the doctor who treated Jackie Green and
introduced the Dutch puberty blocker protocol to
the US in 2007. Their future sex life is not something
you really want to think about (they’re a child a�er
all) and fer�lity seems far less important than simply
keeping them alive. The 80% chance of desistance,
you’ve heard, is a totally discredited figure (spoiler:
it isn’t).

Faced with this difficult choice any parent might
ques�on the advice of the GIDS team. But if it was
my child I would do some research. I would check
every footnote and ask who benefited from every
interven�on on offer. I would reject simple or
emo�ve answers and would have no pa�ence with
euphemism or bland reassurance. I would think hard
because the future happiness of my child was in my
hands.

And as I did so, I would become increasingly
concerned about the experimental nature of the
puberty blocker protocol and the quality of the
evidence on which it is based. A review published in
2018 men�ons ‘Low-quality evidence’ and
‘knowledge gaps’.
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I would worry that puberty blockers have been used
on human subjects before any animal
studies (normally it is the other way round). And I
would not like the fact that sheep whose puberty is
temporarily blocked with these drugs have las�ng
mental effects: ‘How worried should we be by these
findings when we prescribe puberty blockers?’ asked
a gender clinician on hearing these findings last
week at a conference at the Tavistock clinic. To which
the researcher could only answer: ‘That’s a ques�on
for clinicians.’ Because GnRHa treatment produces ‘a
drop of around 8 points’ in IQ, its value even as a
treatment for precocious puberty in children is now
being ques�oned.

I would find out that in MtF pa�ents the loss of bone
strength caused by puberty blockade is not fully
compensated by later cross sex hormones. I would
be concerned that the 22 year follow up on the first
puberty blocked kid (who was FTM) reveals a
handsome, professionally successful man who has
been hindered from maintaining an in�mate sexual
rela�onship by shame at their constructed genitalia:

‘B considered it likely that his need to distance
himself from her had been related to his shame
about his genital appearance and his feelings of
inadequacy in sexual ma�ers.’

I would want to know why a drug company, Ferring,
sponsored the crucial Dutch trial into puberty
blockers: the 2006 Delemarre-van de Waal and
Cohen-Ke�enis paper was ‘presented at the 4th
Ferring Pharmaceu�cals Interna�onal Paediatric
Endocrinology Symposium, Paris (2006)’ and Ferring
Pharmaceu�cals supported the publica�on of these
proceedings.’

Ferring was interested in this novel use for their
expensive drug because they market Triptorelin, one
of the GnRH antagonists used in gender clinics under
the brand names Diphereline and Gonapeptyl.

The Amsterdam clinic was financially supported in
its experimental project to block puberty in gender
dysphoric adolescents by a pharmaceu�cal
company which stood to make commercial gains
from their new protocol.

I would not want my kid’s choice to be driven by the
profit mo�ve of interna�onal drug companies or the
curiosity of endocrinologists.

The duty of a parent is to seek out the truth and to
offer that truth, however difficult, with kindness to a
child. I remember the moment my toddler son asked
me ‘Will I die?’ (he wasn’t ill, it was the moment it
struck him that he was mortal). I wanted to tell him
he was immortal – but I didn’t. And when your child
asks ‘But how does the sperm get from the man into
the woman?’ you have to take a deep breath and
explain. (‘That’s amazing! We must talk about it
more tomorrow’, he said, and never men�oned the
topic again.) Children ask us about bodies, and sex
and death because they do not come into the world
knowing these facts.

I believe that being kind rather than truthful
ul�mately stores up problems for children.
Some�mes, it is our own feelings that we are trying
to avoid rather than the temporary, but intense,
distress of our child.

Children do not have a ‘self’ that can be uploaded
onto the iCloud for downloading into a different
body later on. The changing brain, moulded by
surges of hormones, by thoughts and feelings and
behaviour, creates a new self that we cannot
envisage – no parent can predict how their child will
change at puberty. The ‘most drama�c
change during those years happens to the prefrontal
cortex, the area of the brain involved in high level
cogni�ve func�ons such as decision-making,
planning, social interac�on and self-awareness.
MRI studies show that this region undergoes quite
drama�c change during adolescence.’ If puberty-
blocked sheep take more risks does that explain why
adolescents on puberty blockers will risk their future
sex lives?

When we block the surge of hormones that create
the adolescent brain we invent a new kind of human
being: cosme�cally perfect but lacking sexual and
reproduc�ve func�on. When a puberty-blocked Jazz
Jennings asks her parents whether an orgasm is like
sneezing and interrogates her father about how
much of her mother’s vaginal canal he can see, we
know that Jazz is not an adolescent. Jazz can only
imagine being the object of the male gaze. She
plans to provide a sexual service because she has no
access to sexual feelings of her own. This isn’t a new
openness about sex but a young person who has not
separated from their parents. When we offer our
kids the same medicines which are used to
chemically castrate sex offenders something has
gone badly wrong.
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In May 2019 Stephanie asked me to fact check a
Mermaids press statement that had been rushed out
a�er a recording of one of their (abysmal) training
sessions for schools was released. Stephanie tackled
the ‘Legal’ sec�on and asked Claire Graham, the
intersex advocate who was s�ll on twi�er in those
days, to comment on the way intersex was used.

I looked at the rest of the Science sec�on. At first
glance it seemed impressive with plen�ful cita�ons
to scien�fic ar�cles. But as I read through the linked
ar�cles I realised that they didn’t back up the claims
that Mermaids were making. It felt a bit like marking
the work of a very disappoin�ng student.

An Analysis of the Mermaids
Press Statement
Post published:May 27, 2019

The charity Mermaids released a press
statement on Saturday ahead of an
ar�cle published in the Mail on Sunday
which revealed details of a Mermaids
school training session. The report
concerned a governor of the Church of
England school, the Reverend John
Parker, who was moved to resign a�er his
reasonable ques�ons about the law and
biology were dismissed out of hand by
the Mermaids trainer. He later expressed
his fear that children were being
‘sacrificed on the altar of trans ideology.’

The Mermaids press statement can be viewed here.
It includes this statement:

“all of the scien�fic and legal informa�on we offer
is publicly available and well-tested”

We decided to test Mermaids’ scien�fic and legal
claims against this publicly available informa�on.
Their statement is split into two subjects “Legals” and
“Science” so we have done the same. We are told that

” Mermaids is constantly reviewing scien�fic
literature and research”

So this should be an interes�ng and challenging
exercise. We will address their claims point-by-point.

Legals
On the law, we stand by our understanding of all
the relevant law.

Transphobic speech is capable of being a criminal
offence, as can any hate speech.

It is not legal to “out” somebody, nor should it be
and this is protected in a number of ways by civil
courts. In certain circumstances, it can even be a
criminal offence.

It is not clear what these statements are in response
to, although the tone is rather threatening.

There is no actual law against hate speech itself in the
UK, legal protec�on is provided under various statutes
such as the Public Order Act. The inten�on of hate
speech is to harass and distress the intended target,
or incite violence. A hate crime is when someone
commits a crime against someone because of their
protected characteris�c. There has to be a crime
commi�ed; it could then lead to a longer sentence if
the crime can be shown to have been mo�vated by
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hate for a specific group.

In a democracy there is also the right to freedom of
expression. Ar�cle 10 of the Human Rights Act
safeguards the right to free expression, which
includes the freedom to hold opinions and to receive
and impart informa�on and ideas without State
interference. So holding and sta�ng opinions in
opposi�on to Mermaids, for example, is not hate
speech or ‘transphobia,’ but a difference of views.
‘Misgendering’ in itself is not hate speech but
freedom of thought and expression. Likewise, not
believing that a boy is a girl because he ‘feels like’ a
girl is a valid belief protected by Ar�cle 10, as is the
belief that he actually is a girl. Beliefs are
protected equally.

‘Ou�ng’ someone is an emo�ve term associated with
maliciously revealing that somebody is gay in order to
hurt them or damage their reputa�on. It is not
synonymous with the kinds of words associated with
safeguarding in schools – words such as ‘disclosure’
or ‘sharing informa�on.’ In fact ‘ou�ng’ may be a
really unhelpful concept in schools in certain
circumstances, as it may make teachers afraid to
exercise their duty of care in the normal way.

This is a sensi�ve and complicated issue, which is
not helped by aggressive legal threats. In order to
protect everyone’s rights, a school has a duty to
consider, for example, how parents may feel if their
daughter was expected to get changed in the
presence of a male classmate and they were not
informed. A school must hold the trust of parents
and balance the rights of everyone, which can be
achieved only by though�ul considera�on of all
poten�al scenarios. A trainer should be facilita�ng
that level of discussion, not shu�ng it down.

The Equality Act 2010 means that anyone, including
children and young people, is protected if they
iden�fy as trans, and this protec�on is extended to
them everywhere, including within their homes, in
educa�on and within the wider community.

The Equality Act also makes it clear that schools
have a duty to ensure that trans children aren’t
treated less favourably than other students.

This is correct, children are included under the
protected characteris�c ‘gender reassignment’ and
must not be treated less favourably than other
children who do not share that characteris�c.

The Equality Act 2010 allows for the provision of
separate-sex and single-sex services where this is “a
propor�onate means of achieving a legi�mate aim”

(a form of words intended to require the applica�on
of an objec�ve standard of jus�fica�on).

The Act also effec�vely permits service providers
not to allow a trans person to access separate-
sex or single-sex services—on a case-by-case
basis, where exclusion is “a propor�onate means
of achieving a legi�mate aim”.

The term “a propor�onate means of achieving a
legi�mate aim” is not a blanket rule and cannot
be applied as a ma�er of policy.

It is intended solely in respect to the impact of
one individual by another individual in that
specific situa�on at any given moment in �me.

The Equality Act 2010 does not say this.

Provision of single sex facili�es is lawful under the
Equality Act, which provides exactly the same set of
‘legi�mate and propor�onate’ reasons for excluding
all biological males from women-only facili�es
whether they have the protected characteris�c of
‘gender reassignment’ or not.

The Equality Act is very clear throughout that the
criterion for inclusion in single-sex spaces is the
protected characteris�c ‘sex,’ not ‘gender’ or ‘gender
iden�ty.’ People of the opposite sex are, by default,
the group who are excluded from single-sex
provisions, no ma�er what other protected
characteris�c they may have. The Equality and
Human Rights Commission published a statement of
clarifica�on on this issue in July 2018:

Protected characteris�cs include sex (being a
man or a woman) and gender reassignment (an
individual who is ‘proposing to undergo, is
undergoing or has undergone a process or part of
a process to reassign their sex).

In UK law, ‘sex’ is understood as binary, with a
person’s legal sex being determined by what is
recorded on their birth cer�ficate. A trans person can
change their legal sex by obtaining a GRC. A trans
person who does not have a GRC retains the sex
recorded on their birth cer�ficate for legal purposes.

A trans person is protected from sex discrimina�on
on the basis of their legal sex. This means that a
trans woman who does not hold a GRC and is
therefore legally male would be treated as male
for the purposes of the sex discrimina�on
provisions, and a trans woman with a GRC
would be treated as female.

No child under the age of eighteen has a Gender
Recogni�on Cer�ficate; a child who is legally male
may therefore be lawfully excluded from facili�es
which are female-only. Schedule 3, Part 7 of the Act
says that single-sex provision is lawful where a
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person of one sex might reasonably object to the
presence of a person of the opposite sex
(e.g. changing rooms or any service involving
in�mate personal health or hygiene).

Without a GRC a trans person is protected from
discrimina�on or less favourable treatment on the
basis of their legal sex (and even with a GRC may be
excluded from some single-sex services). This means
that a male child with the protected characteris�c
‘gender reassignment’ may not be treated
unfavourably compared with another male child,
and not in comparison with a female child (which is
where perhaps the misunderstanding lies.)

Mermaids have possibly taken the following passage
out of context. It clearly applies only to trans people
who have a Gender Recogni�on Cer�ficate, as those
who don’t are lawfully excluded by virtue of their
legal sex anyway.

Certain excep�ons in the Act set out
circumstances in which it is permissible to treat
someone differently because of their sex or
gender reassignment, for reasons of public policy
or to protect the rights of others. The use of such
excep�ons generally needs to be jus�fied as
being a propor�onate way to achieve a
legi�mate objec�ve. This will o�en require a
case-by-case approach to determine what is
legi�mate and propor�onate in any given
circumstance.

It is true that the EHRC has published some
misleading guidance in the past, extending the
provisions of the Equality Act way further than what
is actually wri�en down in the Act. However, they
are now amending and clarifying their guidance to
be in line with the Equality Act and schools must be
informed of current advice.

Government statutory regula�ons for single-sex
provision in schools is clear:

Separate toilet and washing facili�es must be
provided for boys and girls aged 8 years and over
pursuant to Regula�on 4 of the School Premises
(England) Regula�ons 2012, which falls within
the exemp�on provided for in Schedule 22 of the
Equality Act 2010. With regards to boarding
accommoda�on, Schedule 23 of the Equality Act
2010 allows for separa�on by sex providing the
same standard of accommoda�on is provided for
both boys and girls.

h�ps://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/
a�achment_data/file/719398/Gender-
separa�on-guidance.pdf

And the EHRC technical guidance for schools,
Chapter 3 ‘Access to Services’ specifically states that
alterna�ve facili�es must be provided for a child
who iden�fies as transgender, not the facili�es of
the opposite sex:

3.20 The way in which school facili�es are
provided can lead to discrimina�on.

A school fails to provide appropriate changing
facili�es for a transsexual pupil and insists that
the pupil uses the boys’ changing room even
though she is now living as a girl. This could be
indirect gender reassignment discrimina�on
unless it can be objec�vely jus�fied. A suitable
alterna�ve might be to allow the pupil to use
private changing facili�es, such as the staff
changing room or another suitable space.

h�ps://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/
publica�on-download/technical-guidance-
schools-england

Science

The sec�on headed ‘Science’ a�empts to provide
evidence for the claims made by the Mermaid
trainer. The first topic addressed is the evidence
base for the use of puberty blockers. Let’s take the
first claim:

‘In isola�on, blockers are safe and not harmful to
bone growth, and don’t affect greater brain
func�on’.

The cita�on here is to a 2013 press release from the
Endocrine Society ‘Medical interven�on in
transgender adolescents appears to be safe and
effec�ve’ (our emphasis). However a 2015 paper
(Klink, 2015) cited by Professor Heneghan showed
that bone density declined and did not catch up in
male to female pa�ents:

‘Klink 2015 found that lumbar spine bone mineral
density scores fell during puberty suppression
with GnRHa for transgender adolescent females
but did not increase following oestrogen
treatment.’

h�ps://blogs.bmj.com/bmjebmspotlight/
2019/02/25/gender-affirming-hormone-in-
children-and-adolescents-evidence-review/

On brain func�on, Mermaids cite Staphorsius 2015
which Heneghan points out is one of the studies
funded by the pharmaceu�cal industry. They do not
cite more recent evidence which shows con�nuing
effects on brain func�on a�er puberty blockade is
stopped. There is evidence from animal models that
pubertal hormones promote cogni�ve maturity.
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Early results from ongoing studies on sheep (Hough
et al 2017) indicate that long-term spa�al memory
performance remains impaired a�er blockers are
discon�nued:

This result suggests that the �me at which
puberty normally occurs may represent a cri�cal
period of hippocampal plas�city. Perturbing
normal hippocampal forma�on in this
peripubertal period may also have long las�ng
effects on other brain areas and aspects of
cogni�ve func�on.

h�ps://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/ar�cles/
PMC5333793

Mermaids con�nue:

‘The few nega�ve effects of puberty blockers
do not change children’s minds.’

The reference here is to a 2016 study of 13
adolescents. Yes, 13, but as Heneghan (2019) points
out, �ny numbers are typical of the exis�ng studies
into puberty suppression:

‘The numbers in the ten studies are small and
most are retrospec�ve case reports or small
case series.’

The study cited (Vrouenraets, Lieke Josephina
Jeanne Johanna et al, 2016) notes ‘the lack of data
on the long-term effects of puberty suppression’ but
reports that ‘Most adolescents stated that the lack
of long-term data did not and would not stop them
from wan�ng puberty suppression’. It’s hardly a
surprise to discover that adolescents are rela�vely
unconcerned about the long term future. What
Mermaids do not say here is even more significant.
There is now strong evidence that puberty blockers
increase persistence. We know this from a 2016
WPATH conference presenta�on by GIDS staff:

Persistence was strongly correlated with the
commencement of physical interven�ons such as
the hypothalamic blocker (t=.395, p=.007) and no
pa�ent within the sample desisted a�er having
started on the hypothalamic blocker. 90.3% of
young people who did not commence the blocker
desisted.

h�p://wpath2016.conferencespot.org/62620-
wpathv2-1.3138789/t001-1.3140111/f009a-
1.3140266/0706-000523-1.3140268

The next claim is that:

‘Puberty blockers are also easily and permanently
reversible, and this has happened successfully in
the past before’.

The link here is to De Vries 2012, a paper published
before the exponen�al rise in gender referrals
(which started in 2011). This paper does say that
puberty suppression ‘has been used for over 20
years now in the treatment of precocious puberty
and there is evidence that gonadal func�on is
reac�vated soon a�er cessa�on of treatment’.

Mermaids hope that Shumer Nokoff Spack (2016) says
that ‘this has happened successfully in the past before’.
Alas, all the paper says is that ‘GnRH agonist
medica�ons have been used extensively in the pediatric
age group for treatment of precocious puberty for more
than 25 years. They are considered safe and reversible
medica�ons’. Note the word ‘considered’. Note also that
both these quotes from Mermaids refer to blockers
used for precocious puberty, not for gender dysphoria
at the �me of normal puberty.

The cita�on for the claim that ‘No clinically
significant effects on physiologic parameters were
noted’ is to Olson-Kennedy et al, 2018, a paper
about ‘Physiologic Response to Gender-Affirming
Hormones Among Transgender Youth’. There is
nothing here about puberty blockers at all. We might
expect that with half a million pounds at their
disposal, Mermaids could get someone to check
their cita�ons.

A�er that it’s a relief to report that the claim that
‘Both the Endocrine Society and WPATH recommend
puberty suppression for transgender children’ is
correct. These are, a�er all, ac�vist organisa�ons.
They also assume the ability to iden�fy ‘transgender
children’. We’ll return to the value of this
endorsement at the end of this sec�on where we
look at the conclusions reached by
Professor Heneghan.

Because there is li�le evidence for the safety of
puberty blockers used for gender dysphoria,
Mermaids then concentrate on the use of these
drugs for precocious puberty which is well
established. But even here the evidence cited o�en
does not support the claims that Mermaids makes.
To evidence the claim that ‘GnRH is safe in children
with precocious puberty’ Mermaids cites a 2008
paper (Carel and Léger, 2008) which offers a ‘case
vigne�e’ on precocious puberty occurring in a 6 year
old girl. Carel and Legér describe the side effects:

Treatment may be associated with headaches
and menopausal symptoms (e.g., hot flushes).
Local complica�ons, including sterile abscesses at
injec�on sites, occur in 3 to 13% of pa�ents. Fat
mass tends to increase with treatment, whereas
lean mass and bone density tend to decrease.
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A paper from 2000 is used to evidence the claim that
‘There is no nega�ve impact on bone mineral
density or reproduc�ve func�on and the treatment
did not cause or aggravate obesity.’

There is certainly evidence emerging for the harmful
effects of one such puberty blocker, Lupron, on the
long-term health of women who took the drug for
precocious puberty:

“We are currently conduc�ng a specific review of
nervous system and psychiatric events in
associa�on with the use of GnRH agonists, [a
class of drugs] including Lupron, in pediatric
pa�ents,” the FDA said in a statement in response
to ques�ons from Kaiser Health News and Reveal
from the Center for Inves�ga�ve Repor�ng.

The FDA is also reviewing deadly seizures
stemming from the pediatric use of Lupron and
other drugs in its class. While there are other
drugs similar to Lupron, it is a market leader and
thousands of women have joined Facebook
groups or internet forums in recent years
claiming that Lupron ruined their lives or le�
them crippled.

But the FDA has yet to issue addi�onal warnings
about pediatric use, and unapproved uses of the
drugs persist.

The issue, however, is whether this interven�on
improves the lives of children with the different
condi�on of gender dysphoria. To back up their
claim that ‘There is significant evidence that puberty
blockers can improve children’s quality of life and in
some cases, save children’s lives.’, we are directed to
Giordano 2008. But this paper, which offers a rather
florid and emo�onal discussion of the ethics of
pubertal suppression conjuring the poten�al harms
such as pros�tu�on, murder, HIV and suicide, offers
no evidence. This is a theore�cal evalua�on of
ethical considera�ons which maps current distress
against poten�al future suffering.

Heavyweight cita�on has not supported the case
that Mermaids makes in its training. Through a
collec�on of ill-chosen and some�mes irrelevant
papers, Mermaids has a�empted to support the
case for the safety and efficacy of puberty blockers.
We can set this special pleading against the
conclusions of two recent papers in the BMJ. Carl
Heneghan, reviewing the published evidence base
for puberty blockers concludes that:

Problems within these studies […], however,
make it difficult to assess whether early pubertal
changes regress under GnRHa treatment and
whether prolonged puberty suppression is safe.
For example, there is a lack of controls, and in
one study that included controls, these were

inadequate as rela�ves and friends of the
par�cipants were asked to par�cipate, serving as
age-matched controls. A lack of blinding was
also problema�c.

h�ps://blogs.bmj.com/bmjebmspotlight/
2019/02/25/gender-affirming-hormone-in-
children-and-adolescents-evidence-review/

Richards, Maxwell, McCune (2018) describes
the use of puberty blockers as ‘a momentous step
in the dark’;

To halt the natural process of puberty is an
interven�on of momentous propor�ons with
lifelong medical, psychological and emo�onal
implica�ons. We contend that this prac�ce
should be curtailed un�l we are able to apply the
same scien�fic rigour that is demanded of other
medical interven�ons.

The blunt conclusion of Carl Heneghan’s research
analysis of all “gender affirming” hormonal
treatment studies was this:

The current evidence base does not support
informed decision making and safe prac�ce in
children.

The following sec�ons of the Mermaids press
release are not referenced. The sec�on on ‘Fer�lity
Preserva�on’ is simply a wish list:

‘If young people decide to con�nue onto further
medical interven�ons, then op�ons around fer�lity
preserva�on should be made available to them.’

This isn’t surprising, because puberty suppression
causes a loss of natural fer�lity if followed by cross
sex hormones. It would have been more truthful to
cite Butler et al, 2018:

The ini�a�on of GnRHa therapy halts
gonadotropin and gonadal sex hormone
secre�on, but also suspends gonocyte
matura�on. Oocytes remain dormant and
spermatogenesis is halted. Young people and
their families are rou�nely counselled about
fer�lity loss resul�ng from the physical
treatment.

h�ps://adc.bmj.com/content/103/7/631

And when we get on to the conten�ous topic of
gender iden�ty forma�on we are in the land of
baseless asser�on: ‘Regarding a child’s gender
iden�ty and when this is established, research
suggests’ we are told, ‘that children are aware of
these gender cues early in development and begin
perceiving sex and gender categories at a young
age.’ No research is cited, however. Instead we get
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an account of the ability of young children to
recognise gender stereotypes. We are told that:

Young, socially transi�oned transgender
children between 3 and 5 years old are just as
likely as gender-typical children to:

a) prefer toys, and clothing culturally
associated with their expressed gender,

(b) dress in a stereotypically gendered ou�it,

(c) say they are more similar to children of their
gender than to children of the opposite gender

This really does say it all. It should not be surprising
that socially transi�oning these children encourages
conformity to gender stereotypes. When Mermaids
used De Vries 2012 in their sec�on on puberty
blockers they did not men�on that this paper warns
against early social transi�on:

‘we recommend that young children not yet
make a complete social transi�on (different
clothing, a different given name, referring to a
boy as “her” instead of “him”) before the very
early stages of puberty. In making this
recommenda�on, we aim to prevent youths with
nonpersis�ng gender dysphoria from having to
make a complex change back to the role of their
natal gender’.

h�ps://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
22455322

De Vries 2012 (unlike the Mermaids trainer recorded
by Rev Parker) warns of the danger that a young
child who is unduly affirmed may not really
understand the concept of natal sex:

‘Another reason we recommend against early
transi�ons is that some children who have done so
(some�mes as preschoolers) barely realize that they
are of the other natal sex. They develop a sense of
reality so different from their physical reality that
acceptance of the mul�ple and protracted
treatments they will later need is made
unnecessarily difficult. Parents, too, who go along
with this, o�en do not realize that they contribute to
their child’s lack of awareness of these
consequences.’

A striking absence in the Mermaids press statement
is any published evidence for the prac�ce of early
social transi�on and affirma�on before puberty.

To conclude the ‘science bit’ Mermaids shoehorns
into their evidence something completely different:
disorders of sexual development (DSD), taking us
into sex-is-a-spectrum land:

There are a number of chromosomal varia�ons.
We understand that the total number of
individuals with sex chromosomes that are
neither en�rely XX or XY are currently iden�fied
as follows:

• XXY has a prevalence of 1 to 2 per
1,000 births

• XXYY has a prevalence of 1 in
18,000-40,000 births

• XXX has a prevalence of 1 in 1,000 births

• O has a prevalence of 1 in 2,000-5,000 births

We will just leave this one to the expert, intersex
advocate and campaigner Claire Graham, who in a
Twi�er thread simply demonstrated that
chromosonal varia�on does not place you
somewhere on a spectrum of indeterminate
biological sex:

XXY = male
XXYY = male
XXX = female
X0 = female

Although this exercise felt a bit like marking the
paper of a very poor student – with moun�ng horror
– the result (a resounding Fail) is not funny.
Mermaids is the organisa�on awarded half a million
pounds by the Big Lo�ery which they will use to set
up ‘support groups’ for young children and their
parents across the UK. The Department for
Educa�on gave them £35,000 to go into our
children’s schools to deliver training to teaching
staff, such as the session at the C of E school at the
head of this piece.

The care of gender dysphoric children must be based
on robust medical evidence which can withstand
scien�fic scru�ny. The press statement from
Mermaids proves nothing they set out to prove. It
does succeed, however, in exposing how ideological
belief can overtake reality. This cannot ever be seen
as an acceptable basis for the treatment and care of
children and young people.
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Service Delivery Dilemmas

My next three pieces look at the apparently
authorita�ve work of the Tavistock Gender Iden�ty
Development Service. The GIDS has operated for over
thirty years and they have resisted many of the
Mermaids claims. This was how the service described
themselves as recently as January 2020:

"The Gids is one of the longest-established services
of its type in the world with an interna�onal
reputa�on for being cau�ous and considered.

"Our clinical interven�ons are laid out in na�onally
set service specifica�ons.

"NHS England monitors our service very closely.

"The service has a high level of reported
sa�sfac�on and was rated good by the Care
Quality Commission."

When I came across a series of YouTube videos about
the assessment of young people referred to the Leeds
branch of the GIDS I began to worry about the
assessment the clinic was providing. How ‘cau�ous
and considered’ could it be if a young person was only
seen twice? Then I found a conference presenta�on in
which a Leeds GIDS clinician described the pathway for
older adolescents. This is what I wrote:

Does Tavistock GIDS fast-track 16+
referrals of adolescents with gender
dysphoria?
Post published: August 4, 2019
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In November 2018 the Observer
reported the claim that the Tavistock
Gender Iden�ty Development Service
was ‘fast-tracking young adults’. In
response the Tavistock said:

‘We do not limit or curtail assessments because
of pressure to move swi�ly to medical
interven�ons. With complex cases, rather than
trunca�ng assessments, we will o�en extend the
�me given to trying understand what may be
going on.’

In a private email that has been shared with us, Paul
Jenkins, CEO of the Tavistock, wrote to some
concerned parents and explained that the Leeds
branch of GIDS did offer a pathway for older
adolescents but denied that this could be described
as ‘fast-tracking’:

In Leeds referrals of older adolescents are
carefully screened; some a�end a one-off group
session. Others who are not considered suitable–
usually on the basis of the complexity of their
presenta�on – are not offered this. This approach
offers young people who have been on our
wai�ng list a chance to think with us about their
op�ons from a balanced GIDS perspec�ve: it is
not fast-tracking. (Email 2/10/2018)

This reply le� us with more ques�ons that it
answered. What does ‘carefully screened’ mean in
prac�ce? Can a desire to be the other sex ever be
straigh�orward? We got in touch with a clinician
who had worked at the Leeds clinic. Their view is
that: ‘The service did not have agreed criteria for
how to rate the complexity of a case (despite the
intake form requiring clinicians to pick a
severity ra�ng).’

Wri�ng from their own experience, this clinician
described the process as a ‘fast-track assessment’
which ‘encapsulates well what GIDS assessments
o�en are: an extended informa�on-giving process so
that the NHS can say that the young person provided
informed consent to physical interven�on.’

A different clinician who also worked at Leeds GIDS,
Dr Kirsty Entwistle, has wri�en of her concerns at
the lack of differen�al diagnosis:

‘I think there are others, like me, who went to
work at GIDS expec�ng to do complex
assessments and differen�al diagnosis but the
reality is that you run the risk of being called
transphobic if you propose that, say, a child
might have Body Dysmorphia rather than Gender
Dysphoria.’

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-51033911
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-51033911


We feel that the situa�on of older adolescents and
young adults is par�cularly dangerous. This is the
age group amongst which gender dysphoria has
soared. The years from 17 to 25 are also an age
group in which mental health problems can appear
for the first �me.

This post is an a�empt to work out just what an
adolescent on the 16 + pathway at Leeds GIDS might
experience in terms of assessment. It draws on three
sources:

1. a 2017 presenta�on to the Belgrade EPATH
conference by two GIDS clinicians, Laura
Charlton and Jo Charsley.

2. a video diary (four short Youtube videos) by a
17-year-old natal female who a�ended the
Leeds adolescent pathway and was then
referred on to the No�ngham GIC. These are no
longer available on the web but have been
archived.

3. comments from a clinician (not Dr Entwistle)
who was previously employed at GIDS Leeds. All
quota�ons that follow, unless specifically
a�ributed to Dr Entwistle are authorised
quota�ons from this clinician.

We are very grateful to the clinician who has shared
their experience with us.

The ra�onale for the pathway

According to the EPATH presenta�on, the pathway
was designed to deal with the 11% of the referrals
aged between 16 years 9 months and 18 for whom
there was a ‘limited �me to complete a standard
assessment’ in the context of the sudden increase in
referrals evident in the graph shown.

Time was clearly of the essence – as the next slide
revealed.

The view of the Leeds clinician was that ‘GIDS were
trying to find a way to get older teenagers through
the service quickly.’ This was partly a funding issue,
‘an artefact of an NHS England decision not to fund
any sessions at GIDS beyond the age of 18, even by
one day. The endocrine clinic at Leeds General
Infirmary was also unhappy if older adolescents
were referred for the blocker as it meant they would
have to hold on to them un�l the adult service took
over clinical responsibility.’ The drivers for the new
pathway were financial and organisa�onal, it seems.

The pathway involved three elements: a
ques�onnaire sent to the young person to complete
at home, a group mee�ng for young people and
their parents or carers, and a single one to one
mee�ng with a clinician (though further mee�ngs
were available if requested). The clinician
commented: ‘In my experience as a clinician,
important informa�on o�en only started to emerge
a�er a number of sessions. It takes �me to build a
rela�onship with someone so they feel able to share
more difficult or complicated feelings, or to trust
telling a professional about experiences of abuse. It
would therefore not be contained in a GP referral
and not captured by this fast-track assessment.’
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The Ques�onnaire

According to the conference presenta�on, the
ques�onnaire is ‘An efficient way of gathering rich,
client-centred, contemporaneous informa�on as an
adjunct to referral informa�on’ which also ‘Saves
face-to face clinician �me’. It allows ‘Co-construc�on
of gender narra�ve using client’s own words which
they can complete in the comfort of their own
homes and at their own pace’. We can get a glimpse
of a young person’s response to this ques�onnaire
from the online video diary. The young person
complains that the ques�ons were ‘quite triggering’
because they used biological terms for the female
body like ‘breasts’. She believes that her body is not
female (‘I was like, really no it is not female’). The
assessment process offers no resistance to this belief
apart from the ques�onnaire.

The Leeds clinic, it seems, reinforces this belief
which is common in youth online culture. In Trans
(2018), Psychiatrist Az Hakeem argues that trans
people are generally not delusional because they
don’t believe they are ‘already the preferred
gender’. (183) ‘They believe that they should be, or
would like to be the preferred gender.’ This young
person manifests the stronger claim now common in
online communi�es: that breasts and vagina do not
define a body as female. The GIDS ques�onnaire
challenges this belief but this challenge can be
handled ‘in the comfort of their own homes and at
their own pace.’

The Group mee�ng

The second element is the group mee�ng. The young
person describes a presenta�on for about 15 seventeen-
year olds and their parents and carers on ‘gender
iden�ty, gender expression, sexual and roman�c
a�rac�on’ which outlines the NHS pathway for transi�on:
‘To be honest the presenta�on was basically for the

parents – it was stuff we all know’. This is an opportunity
for the clinicians to demonstrate that they understand
online trans culture. A�er a mini break, parents and
carers go off into a room where ‘they just sat round in a
circle and told their stories, everyone went round, a
couple of people were crying and all that.’ The separate
group session for the ‘kids’ was ‘funny’: the convenor
talked ‘about the ‘stress bucket’, what stresses us, how
we deal with dysphoria. What upsets us.’ ‘It was a bit
awkward, only about three people spoke’. At the break
the young people were given appointments if they
wanted them.

The 1:1 assessment

There is just one ‘1:1 assessment session’ and that’s it.
The young person reports being complimented on how
well she passes. Then they talk through the answers on
the ques�onnaire in more detail. But then ‘Something
just hit me, I felt myself welling up. I was gone,
absolutely gone.’ The teenager breaks down and cries
but �me is up (the sessions, apparently, run exactly to
�me). She has talked in some detail about self-harm and
worries this might slow the process but the clinicians
reassure her that she fits all the criteria and can now
choose which adult clinic to be referred to. Another
appointment is offered but the young person does not
want any more poten�ally embarrassing conversa�on
and instead confirms by phone.

That this assessment session provides li�le scope for a
differen�al diagnosis is not surprising given the comment
from the clinician that: ‘There are staff at GIDS who
believe that even sugges�ng that a gender presenta�on
may be an expression of other difficul�es is tantamount
to transphobia. Those staff believe that any difficul�es
are almost always the result of gender dysphoria and
transphobia and that therefore the answer is to remove
barriers to both social and physical transi�on.’

From the point of view of GIDS, the pathway is a success.
Feedback from the young people reported in the EPATH
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presenta�on is posi�ve. ‘Having all my ques�ons
answered so I could make more important decisions’, said
one. ‘Being able to meet more trans people’ said another.
The trans youtuber likes it because there is as li�le
embarrassing contact with professionals as possible.

It’s interes�ng to compare what this self-harming 17-
year-old might have encountered had they accessed
dialec�cal behaviour therapy (DBT) on the NHS at the
Maudsley in London. In June 2019, Dr Troy Tranah
described the experience of using DBT with a ‘small
group of young people […] who iden�fy as transgender’
(ACAMH Jack Tizard lecture 14th June 2019). The group
were ‘not referred in rela�on to transgender but
generally due to a combina�on of self-harm,
aggression, trauma and CSE’. Nevertheless, ‘several
were on the wai�ng list for Gender Iden�ty
Development Service.’ The difference in provision is
striking: DBT prac��oners work with around six
pa�ents whereas GIDS clinicians may have up to 120
pa�ents at any one �me (and according to the Bell
report have reported difficulty in remembering
individual cases).

Before a young person is accepted onto the Maudsley
DBT course they must undertake up to six individual
pre DBT sessions to ‘orientate them to DBT, assess and
strengthen mo�va�on, clarify goals of treatment and
for the young person to decide whether they wish to
commit to engaging in DBT.’ They will then be asked to
sign a contract before entering a year of therapy which
requires weekly individual therapy sessions plus for the
first six months, a compulsory skills training group.
Telephone skills support and crisis management are
available if needed. Their parents and carers are
offered, in parallel, a six-month skills training course so
that they can support their young people together with
their own telephone support.

On to Adult Services

Given the sketchy nature of the GIDS brief assessment,
we might assume that the real work takes place at the
adult service. But this is not necessarily the case –
indeed all the informa�on we have suggests that once
within adult services there is li�le in the way of careful
psycho-social assessment. A young natal female who
transferred from GIDS to the London GIC claimed at the
GIDS ‘Science of Gender’ conference on Thursday 18th
October 2018 that ‘Assessment at adult services felt
perfunctory, like a box �cking exercise.’ She had
experienced sexual abuse as a child and told how her
belief that she was male came on suddenly a�er the
abuse: ‘like a switch flicked’. She had struggled with self
harm and dissocia�on. Nevertheless, the adult GIC
required no further explora�on before pu�ng her on
to testosterone and offering a mastectomy.

We know that the various NHS clinics work to different
protocols and we also know that if a young person
decides to use the private gender clinic GenderCare
they can access hormones a�er a one hour assessment
with a single clinician followed by a one hour
endocrinology assessment some months a�er star�ng
on cross sex hormones.

In the case of our trans YouTuber on the ‘Older
Adolescent Pathway’, the ‘Mini assessment’ was
forwarded by Tavistock GIDS to the No�ngham gender
clinic with ‘a li�le bit of informa�on but not too much’.
The ques�ons at the first adult appointment were
‘really easy, easiest I’ve had it so far.’ According to the
teenager, they ‘really only skimmed the
surface…there’s a lot deeper that I feel I go’. The adult
service second appointment was a ‘kind of just a mish
mash of different things, there wasn’t any huge big
ques�ons.’ It seems as if it was mostly a discussion
about effects of testosterone.

In this case it appears that self-harm and distress
served to speed up the process and remove the need
for any deep explora�on. The young person’s verdict:
‘It was really easy, honestly’. Thinking about the Older
Adolescent Pathway in general, the clinician comments:
‘It isn’t a psychosocial assessment, it is a �ck-box
exercise to ensure that the young person has correctly
learnt from the Internet about how to self-diagnose as
mee�ng the criteria for gender dysphoria.’ In 2011,
James Barre�, lead clinician at the Charing Cross GIC
wrote this:

‘The least certain diagnosis is that made by the
pa�ent, made as it is without any training or
objec�vity. This uncertainty is not lessened by the
pa�ent’s frequently high degree of convic�on.
Neither does the support of others with gender
dysphoria help, since convic�on leads people to
associate with the like-minded and to discount or
fail to seek out disharmonious views.’

In place of what could be seen as the hubris of the
medical professional exemplified by Barre� in 2011 we
now have professionals who have given up their ability
to diagnose altogether: in the case of transgender
iden�ty the pa�ent’s word, aided by the internet, is
enough. Our concern is that the ‘Older Adolescent
Pathway’ fails to offer a chance to explore the complex
psychosocial context in which gender dysphoria
develops in this age group, effec�vely discouraging self-
reflec�on and preven�ng differen�al diagnosis. The
result is a complete failure in normal duty of care for
those vulnerable young people who self-diagnose as
transgender.
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We were trying to piece together a picture of the
GIDS service from scant materials. When the CQC
inspected the London and Leeds branches of GIDS in
2020 they were even more puzzled by the nature of
assessments offered:

We reviewed 35 care records. We found these
records to be unstructured. Records did not
provide evidence to show what staff were
assessing. There was no clear ra�onale for
clinical decision making.

Staff completed an assessment of each pa�ent,
although these assessments were completely
unstructured. The specifica�on for the service
states that clinicians would assess young people
during a course of between three and six
sessions. Data from the trust shows that young
people a�ended, on average, 10 assessment
sessions. Eighteen percent of young people
referred to an endocrinology service between
March 2019 and March 2020 a�ended 25 or
more assessment sessions. Although the trust
had produced this data, it had not carried out
any analysis to understand why there was such a
high varia�on in the number of assessment
sessions for each pa�ent. Furthermore, there was
no clearly defined assessment process. For
example, there were no standard ques�ons for
staff to explore with young people at each
session. Most records of assessment sessions
were simply descrip�ons of conversa�ons that
had taken place between the clinician, the young
person and their parents. None of the records
included a clear statement of what the service
was assessing. Whilst the criteria for considering
referring young people for administra�on of

hormone blockers was set out in the service
specifica�on, we saw no reference to this on any
pa�ent records. Although decisions about
referrals to endocrinology were taken by at least
two clinicians, it would be very difficult for the
service to assess whether clinicians had made the
correct decision in making a referral.

In other words, the service had no idea what they
were assessing. The impression I had received from
the conference presenta�on and the service user
videos was clearly correct.

I hoped that a�ending the 5�� annual Bri�sh
Associa�on of Gender Iden�ty Specialists (BAGIS for
short) in October 2019 would get me up to speed on
the research underlying gender medicine. But I was
disappointed. This was an openly poli�cal gathering
– part morale raising, part networking, part
advocacy and ac�vism. On the second day I was
befriended by a GIDS/GIC clinician who confided
that she knew li�le about gender iden�ty and asked
me to send her a reading list. She also explained that
fellow delegates had iden�fied me as a blogger who
had wri�en about another gender conference. Now I
knew why the table at lunch had suddenly emp�ed
as I approached. The high point of this extraordinary
conference was the opening performance by James
Barre�, lead clinician at the GIC. The workshop by
Polly Carmichael of GIDS was a masterclass in how to
inhabit a world without evidence. It would take a
trio of High Court judges to pin this lot down.

The BAGIS Scientific Symposium:
in search of the Overton window
Post published:October 29, 2019

My musings on my last thread really reminded me of
how angry I really am at my old therapist. No real
encouragement to stop dissocia�ng from reality. No
real encouragement to accept who/what I am. As
long as I can *pass* & *look* convincing it’s all good
and a success, right?’

(Tweet from a detrans woman, 08.10.2019)

The need to pass & look convincing could have been
the mo�o of the 2019 Bri�sh Associa�on of Gender
Iden�ty Specialists (BAGIS) Scien�fic
Symposium which I a�ended. The conference
opened with an address from outgoing president
James Barre�, lead clinician at the London

NHS Gender Iden�ty Clinic, whose plan for the future
of the UK gender profession involved looking ‘official’,
‘established’, ‘normal’ and professional:
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You might expect that a professional organisa�on
would be official, established, normal and
professional. But this symposium was �tled
‘Naviga�ng the Seas of Change’ and Barre� was
acutely aware of an increasingly cri�cal social
context. The ‘Plan?’ (according to a not very
professional slide) was to occupy a posi�on bang in
the centre of the Overton window – a term coined
to describe the range of opinions within which
poli�cians can plausibly advocate within any society.

‘A Professional Associa�on’, Barre� insisted,
‘needs to not look like a campaigning
organisa�on’. Odd then that the ‘Overton
window’ is a term from the world of poli�cs.
Barre� spoke of the threat to gender medicine
from an apparently organized alliance between
‘right-wing evangelical Chris�ans, old-school
therapists and some kinds of feminism.’ What
Barre� did not do was consider whether the
concerns voiced by cri�cs had any basis in truth.
The concern of cri�cs, he believed, masked a
desire to reintroduce repara�ve therapy.

Of course, naviga�ng the seas of change is bound to
be tricky and the recent meteoric rise in referrals
had changed the context. Barre�’s own views on
incidence have clearly also altered. In 2011 he wrote
that ‘the incidence of transsexualism is very roughly
1 in 60 000 males and 1 in 100 000 females, and it
seems to have remained constant’ but now he
believes that referrals have reached a ‘natural and
finite ceiling’. Whereas provision was in the past
offered on the basis of excep�onalism, he suggested,
now gender services were:

‘on the brink of becoming rou�ne NHS business.
And that brings with it security and scru�ny. That
brings with it limita�ons and scru�ny.’

Scru�ny, according to Barre� is ‘not necessarily a
bad thing.’ (That ‘necessarily’ is telling.) In this new
climate, Barre� believes that the profession needs
to play safe: ‘All it would take is an inauspicious
prime minister and minister for health and we could
end up with no more child and adolescent service
and a severely curtailed adult service’. Barre�
warned that ‘a strident approach’ would not be ‘that
produc�ve’. He counselled against pushing the
envelope of acceptability and said that prac�ce
guidelines must reflect the limits of the possible in
current UK society. (I almost expected Barre� to
announce that it was �me for a bit of ‘Real Life
Experience’ for the gender professional).

Through the two-day conference, the lack of
evidence in the field of gender medicine was a
recurrent theme. A presenta�on on ‘Global
standards for assis�ng with Gender Diversity’ by

Professor Chris�ne Richards (head of psychology at
the GIC) argued that in the absence of evidence,
protocols needed to be based on expert opinion and
nego�ated in terms of different cultures and levels
of social acceptance across the world. So what is
expert opinion?

Leighton Seal, speaking on ‘New professional
training pathways in the UK’ noted that training
involves handing on clinical wisdom from one
genera�on to the next. The Royal College of
Physicians course that is being developed will be
delivered by gender clinicians with years of
experience who will be ‘grandparented’ in to train a
new genera�on. Gender medicine is dominated in
the UK by a rela�vely small band, several of whom
are now approaching re�rement. This was the
familiar problem of ‘succession’. (Odd how
reproduc�ve metaphors dominated this discussion
given that gender medical interven�ons o�en
privilege iden�ty over fer�lity).

Although resistance to medical interven�on has
focused on treatment of children and adolescents,
this controversial area of prac�ce was not
foregrounded. According to Seal, the Royal College
of Physicians had only agreed to host the
postgraduate diploma in gender on condi�on that
treatment of under 18s was excluded: this condi�on
had been non-nego�able.

A workshop on ‘Diverging Models of Care for
Children and Adolescents’ run by Polly Carmichael
and Claudia Zitz from the NHS Gender Iden�ty
Development Service (GIDS) invited par�cipants to
imagine what an ideal service for children and young
people should look like. The session opened by
asking par�cipants to consider ‘Who should decide
whether a twelve year old gets early interven�on?’
We were told not to get ‘too hung up’ on the nature
of the physical interven�on but instead to place
ourselves on an imaginary line stretching between
those who felt the decision should be led by the
child and family and those who believed it was a
decision for professionals.

When I said I wasn’t keen on early interven�on, Polly
replied ‘Be crea�ve!’ – refusing medica�on in the
current context required a bold flight of fancy. And
when I took up a posi�on slightly to one side of the
professional end she smiled and said ‘You’re quite
close!’ Already I was part of the team, wrestling with
the ethically taxing work of the GIDS as part of a
band of concerned clinicians. In tune with Barre�’s
‘Plan?’, the session sought to locate the GIDS at the
mid-point of the Overton window.
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It’s clear from this conference that the gender
cri�cal posi�on is now – perhaps only in the last
twelve months – within the Overton window.
Professionals know that concern about the
irreversible medica�on of children is widespread. So
the GIDS workshop offered slides on two posi�ons
which it implied represented two extremes: the
affirma�ve approach of the US West Coast
con�ngent led by Diane Ehrensa� which Carmichael
correctly iden�fied as represen�ng gender
essen�alism and in the next slide, the gender cri�cal
posi�on.

This accurately represented the key concerns
(change of sex ra�o, role of trauma, sexual
orienta�on and bullying, social contagion, au�sm)
and I was invited to explain what cri�cs meant when
they said that the ‘Transgender Child’ was an
inven�on. I was struck that for the most part the
workshop members voiced more affirma�ve
posi�ons than Carmichael. One spoke of the right of
a child to self-determina�on, one thought that
becoming pregnant was a more significant life choice
than changing gender, another felt that defini�ve
evidence would always be elusive. A�er all we can
never know whether our life decisions are correct
for we have no point of comparison.

A�er an apparently neutral account of the gender
cri�cal posi�on, GIDS professionals rallied to the
support of the current approach. The workshop
explored the feelings of par�cipants, our sense
of social acceptability. It rested on the assump�on that
the medica�on of twelve year olds was a done deal
and constructed the current approach as a cau�ous
middle way. This was an exercise in building consensus.

It’s worth thinking, though, what the workshop
omi�ed. When I men�oned the launch of
the detransi�on advocacy network I was told first
that we would be covering this topic later and then
that this was a hugely complicated issue that needed
a session all to itself. The ques�on of the evidence
base came up several �mes. ‘We have looked at the
evidence base’, Carmichael reassured us. But she
also admi�ed that the numbers don’t exist for
‘calcula�ons which have much power’. GIDS would
certainly be mindful of emerging evidence but ‘don’t
have research base predictors of which pathways
people might take’.

GIDS recognizes that ‘hormone treatment can be a
process of explora�on’ but may also be ‘a
foreclosure of future possibili�es’. The ‘idea of the
blocker was around allevia�ng […] distress in order
to create a place for further explora�on’ but ‘the

truth is there is a lack of an evidence base that this is
always reliably achieved through speedy
interven�on’. It sounds great that the work of GIDs
‘can be characterized as curious and exploratory’
un�l you reflect that some young people will be
living with the unknown outcomes of this curiosity
for the rest of their lives. The line between a frank
avowal of known unknowns and straigh�orward
negligence may be a narrow one.

BAGIS was founded in 2014 to promote ‘clinical
research and exchange of knowledge of gender
dysphoria and transgender health’. The homepage is
packed with reassuring references to ‘clinical
research’, ‘clinical prac�ce’, ‘excellence’ ‘best
available evidence’ and ‘evidence based clinical
prac�ce.’ The problem, as evidenced by the 2019
BAGIS ‘Scien�fic Symposium’ at Durham, is that
these claims are hard to substan�ate.

There were certainly valuable presenta�ons. Kate
Nambiar’s paper on ‘Cervical screening cytology in
transgender and non-binary pa�ents compared to
cisgender women’ revealed that young people who
deny the sexed nature of their bodies o�en avoid
the HPV vaccine as well as smear tests. This can
harm health leading to levels of cervical abnormality
higher than in other women.

But for a two-day conference, this one was light on
content. Over a hundred NHS and private surgeons,
gender clinicians, researchers, nurse prac��oners,
counsellors, trainees and famous trans pioneers had
signed up. Many a�ended in groups: the Tavistock
and Portman GIC was out in force with 26 delegates.
From GenderCare we had Stuart Lorimer (loved by
young trans men and celebrated by ta�oo on the
neck of one). Christopher Inglefield was there from
the private London Transgender Clinic. But this was
more of an occasion for networking, boos�ng
morale and refining strategy than for sharing
research. A�er the non-binary cabaret, disco and
pay bar at the end of the first day, speakers regaled
the company with jokes about hangovers. A brave
band of pioneers needs to let its hair down.

I arrived with a mental bingo card of words (ROGD,
detransi�on, regret, randomized controlled trial,
Li�man) and le� with my card for the most part
unmarked. The rise in referrals was presented by
Polly Carmichael as a sign of decreasing s�gma, of
the commendable willingness of young people to
explore gender iden�ty and of the sterling work of
support groups. There were no presenta�ons on
long-term outcomes. It was taken for granted by the
assembled company that therapy is both
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inappropriate and ineffec�ve for gender dysphoria.
ROGD was men�oned to collec�ve hilarity by
Chris�ne Burns.

When I asked a speaker to compare the
methodology of her convenience study of 15
suppor�ve partners of transi�oners (conducted with
a counsellor from Gendered Intelligence) with
the Li�man study the response ignored the word
Li�man. The study of suppor�ve partners was valid
because it was telling a story which wasn’t o�en
covered – which to me sounds more like suppor�ve
journalism than an academic study. I did not hear
the phrase ‘randomized controlled trial’.

The finding that around 4% of the trans masculine
pa�ents accessing mastectomies at Parkside hospital
were diagnosed with (treated) schizophrenia elicited
no comment: in the UK the life�me
prevalence of schizophrenia and schizophrenia-
related disorders is more like 1%. What was
important, we learned, was that the private Parkside
does not need to compete for resources with breast
cancer pa�ents and is conveniently located for
Tavistock GIDS pa�ents. I didn’t really need to know
that one surgeon held the record for the weight of
breast �ssue removed (5 kilos).

Trans veteran Chris�ne Burns ended her talk with a
rousing call to the assembled clinicians to stand with
trans people: ‘Please, we need your help. Stand up
for us.’ BAGIS clearly is a ‘campaigning organisa�on’
commi�ed to standing up for trans people. It’s
understandable that clinicians have an interest in
protec�ng both their clients and their own
reputa�ons. But this commitment runs counter to
scien�fic openness and requires the silencing of
detransi�oners, of skep�cal parents, and cri�cal
medical colleagues. The Overton window has shi�ed
through the work of parents, feminists, therapists
and detransi�oners and is likely to shi� further as
more is known about long-term outcomes.
This, then, was a conference playing catch up.

The session on trans in sport (which opened the
second day) was a response to Fair Play for Women’s
campaign to preserve female sports. The voices of
Mar�na Navra�lova, Sharron Davies and Paula
Radcliffe haunted a presenta�on by a trans-feminine
football player who described how female
opponents avoided contact on the playing field. The
coach of the opposing team rebuked female players
with the words: ‘She’s not that frightening’.

Nor could Sunday Times coverage of the controversy
over physical interven�ons for children be easily
forgo�en: Chris�ne Burns asked the conference to
consider ‘how to reform and take forward the
profession without necessarily making us all
vulnerable to another headline in the Sunday
Times because we have enough of those’.

This was a conference constrained by a central belief
system. Because a ‘cis’ clinician can only echo the
terms and the conclusions of ‘trans’ people (no ‘cis’
person, we have to believe, has ever experienced
‘dysphoria’) a cisgender professional risks forge�ng
not only their training but their shared humanity
when they become a ‘gender specialist’. Maybe this
was why it seemed the most intellectually incurious
conference that I have ever a�ended. Several
presenta�ons elicited no ques�ons. Discussions
focused instead on such technical issues as whether
to remove all gland duct in a mastectomy.

Yet a�endees must know that not all outcomes are
posi�ve. Plas�c surgeon Christopher Inglefield is on
record just last year as recognizing ‘The sad
reality […]that some people will have regre�ed that
decision [to transi�on] so much that they may end
up taking their own lives and that’s a very very sad
outcome but that does happen.’ (7.32) Over the
door of the ex-Catholic college that hosted the event
there might as well have been the words: ‘Abandon
ques�ons all ye who enter here’.
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In the a�ermath of the 2020 landmark judgement,
I re-watched a 2016 documentary about the GIDS to
see how they went about obtaining informed
consent from an 11-year-old with ASD.

Once again, the verdict of Transgender Trend in a
post wri�en by Stephanie at the �me, proved
prophe�c. Her ques�ons would be the ones that the
High Court answered in 2020.

The Gender Clinic’ revisited in light of
the Keira Bell judgment
Post published:January 4, 2021

The issue that the High Court had to
consider in the Bell v. the Tavistock
Judicial Review was whether
(or at what age)
children can give
informed consent for
puberty blockers.

The 2016 documentary ‘Kids
on the Edge: the Gender
Clinic’ provides a remarkably
detailed account of the work
of the Gender Iden�ty
Development Service (GIDS)
as it follows the stories of two young pa�ents,
11-year-old Ma� and 8-year-old Ash.

Although the film can only show brief snippets of
their assessment, we can be sure that the service
stands by the documentary as a record of the way in
which they seek informed consent. Not only is ‘The
Gender Clinic’ linked on the GIDS website but the
Tavistock and Portman website features ‘The service
director’s view–Dr Polly Carmichael on‘The Gender
Clinic’. Carmichael writes that: ‘We all feel proud to
have been involved in the process and that we could
not have wished for more in the way that they
approached and conducted the whole process.’

The Gender Clinic: 2016 and the rise
of the transgender child

When ‘The Gender Clinic’ aired in November 2016,
the GIDS had been offering puberty blockers as an
early interven�on for five years. Over the same
period they had also witnessed an unprecedented
increase in referrals, especially of teenage girls.
Transgender issues were regularly covered in the
media and Time Magazine had announced ‘The
Transgender Tipping Point’ with a cover story on Laverne

Cox in 2014. Interest in transgender children seems to
have peaked in the UK in April 2015 when Louis
Theroux’s documentary Transgender Kids was shown:

Presciently, Stephanie Davies-Arai had already
posted an ar�cle on her paren�ng website called ‘Is
My Child Transgender?’ in March 2015 in which she
recalled her own gender non-conforming childhood.
‘I am a heterosexual woman who lived most of my
childhood wan�ng to be a boy’, Stephanie wrote:
‘for a few years my sister and I would answer to
nothing except our ‘real’ names: Bill and Mike. I
entered puberty kicking and screaming.’

She reassured parents that:

“Most gender non-conforming children (about
80%) turn out to be lesbian or gay, or they grow
into society’s gender roles at puberty”, adding
the wry comment “girls typically start losing their
confidence, boys grow in stature as they
recognize their place in the world, and we all
breathe a sigh of relief.”

That year, Stephanie founded Transgender Trend to
provide evidence-based advice in response to what
she realised was a real and growing need. The GIDS
figures for referrals proved Stephanie right: 2015-16
saw the sharpest increase in referrals, especially of
girls, in any year.
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In April 2016, Bernade�e Wren, consultant
psychologist at GIDS joined Polly Carmichael on a
Woman’s Hour discussion of the latest figures.
Wren’s posi�on was laissez-faire:

‘We live in a world where people alter their
bodies, surgically or otherwise, and this freedom
is available for people as they get older.’

‘Maybe we just have to be acknowledging that
that is a liberty that people have, that these
things are possible, technologically, and people
will avail themselves of those things.’

Tavistock clinicians, Wren thought, were witnessing
a ‘social revolu�on’ and they just had to ‘see how it
transpires.’ In this context, it was difficult to
persuade young people to get on with their lives,
Wren said, ‘without necessarily jumping into
physical interven�on in ways that we might feel is a
bit premature given the state of their thinking.’
Wren also wondered whether there was some sense
in which it was easier or more a�rac�ve to be male
or to have a male body in 2016.

Time did not offer enlightenment. In 2018, a group
of Tavistock clinicians thought that ‘The reasons are
not fully explicable and a number of ques�ons arise.
Is this increase due mostly to the greater tolerance
of gender-diverse expression in westernised society?
Is male status s�ll regarded as preferable?’ (Butler et
al, 2018). And in 2020, the Tavistock had no
hypotheses to offer to the Judicial Review. The
judgement notes: ‘The defendant [GIDS] did not put
forward any clinical explana�on as to why there had
been this significant change in the pa�ent group
over a rela�vely short �me.’ (Bell v Tavistock
Judgment, 1 Dec 2020, para 30-31.)

Kids on the Edge: The Gender Clinic which aired in
November 2016 seems designed to answer some of the
ques�ons raised by the Woman’s Hour interview earlier
that year. The first �me we see Polly Carmichael in the
film we hear a clip from the April programme as
presenter Jane Garvey says that the latest figures from
the Tavistock are ‘interes�ng, some might even say,
astonishing…. What is happening?’ (4.27)

A child with ASD

The film follows 11-year-old child, Ma�, as she
confronts the decision whether to take puberty
blockers. ‘There’s no verbal reasoning’, says her mother
Rachel as Ma� draws a ring round a drawing labelled
‘boy’ on a board. Ma� hates speaking but expresses
herself vividly in wri�ng, in books, on the wall. The
clinicians wonder whether Ma�’s male iden�ty is part
of her rich imagina�ve internal life, a story she’s
created about herself. (16.20) As one clinician puts it:
‘She has this very imagina�ve fantasy world and I
some�mes think it’s almost as even in talking to
someone you might destroy that.’ Polly Carmichael
wonders ‘How do you know that the gender dysphoria
isn’t like other obsessions they might have?’ The
documentary tells us that ‘Around half of all children
seen by the Gender Iden�ty Development Service show
au�s�c traits – a link no one can explain.’ (14.38)

It’s worth reading what we said when ‘the Gender
Clinic’ first aired in November 2016:

The programme was devasta�ng and heartbreaking
in equal measure, not least because of the sta�s�c
that half the number of children being referred to
the Tavistock show au�s�c traits. Is this alarming
sta�s�c being inves�gated? There was no indica�on
that it was, or will be. Is that it then, for ASD kids, no
further inves�ga�on needed?

In 2020 the High Court asked for figures on rates of
au�sm at GIDS. But the Tavistock couldn’t provide them:

‘The court asked for sta�s�cs on the number or
propor�on of young people referred by GIDS for PBs
who had a diagnosis of ASD. Ms Morris said that
such data was not available, although it would have
been recorded on individual pa�ent records. We
therefore do not know the propor�on of those who
were found by GIDS to be Gillick competent who had
ASD, or indeed a mental health diagnosis.

Again, we have found this lack of data analysis – and
the apparent lack of inves�ga�on of this issue –
surprising.’ (Bell v Tavistock Judgment, 1 Dec 2020,
para 34-35)
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The Impact of Bullying

Rachel explains that Ma� wants to be called ‘he’ at
school or when around other people but is happy to
be ‘she’ at home. (11.18) She has recorded Ma�
explaining that pupils were asking her daily ‘Are you
a boy or a girl?’ Rachel says that she’s been called
‘weirdo, loser, has had a brick chucked in her face.’ In
a notebook, Ma� has drawn pictures of this bullying
behaviour, including the brick being thrown at her.

But no one suggests that the male iden�ty, insisted
on at school but not at home, might be a means for
Ma� to resist bullying, to assert her own strength.
A 2015 research study – which must have been
known to the GIDS staff – had found ‘persistent
experiences of bullying before the onset of gender
dysphoria’ (my emphasis) in a group of natal girls
with gender iden�ty problems. It noted that ‘au�sm
spectrum problems were very common’ and
cau�oned that gender dysphoria ‘in adults and in
adolescence may not be the same issue in general.’
A 2018 study found that homophobic name calling
can contribute to a change in a child’s
gender iden�ty:

homophobic name calling at the onset of middle
school emerged as a form of peer influence that
predicted change in early adolescent gender
iden�ty from the fall to the spring of the 6th
grade academic year. (Delay et al, 2018)

A decision for the parent?

The Tavistock submission to the Judicial Review
insisted that the child, not the parent, must provide
informed consent:

“Although the general law would permit
parent(s) to consent on behalf of their child, GIDS
has never administered, nor can it conceive of
any situa�on where it would be appropriate to
administer blockers on a pa�ent without their
consent. The Service Specifica�on confirms that
this is the case.” (Para 47)

But the 2016 documentary presents this as a
decision for the parent. The narrator comments:
‘Rachel has another big decision to make. Whether
she will let Ma�lda enter puberty and develop into a
woman or use hormone blocking drugs to pause the
process.’ (12.06) Rachel is clearly unwilling to
medicate her child: ‘the whole blocker thing is
worrying me’, she says, ‘because I guess we haven’t
got major studies. I worry about what am I pu�ng
into my child.’ (11.47) Tavistock clinician Dr Charlie
Beaumont suggests that Rachel is worried about the
approach of puberty: ‘I think with puberty there’s

always a huge amount of anxiety, o�en from the
parent. I think it’s really difficult for them to know
what to do. To sort of think, ‘If I allow this person go
through puberty, are they going to end up doing
something really awful to themselves?’ (12.27) Will
Rachel ‘let’ Ma�lda enter puberty? Will she ‘allow’
her to go through this process?

A decision for the clinician?

Given Rachel’s unwillingness to medicate her child, it
seems plausible that her anxiety is generated in part
by the focus of the clinical team on the issue of
puberty blockers. At a case conference we see plenty
of doubts expressed: ‘There’s a lack of consistency of
gender presenta�on and its very unclear whether
Ma�lda par�cularly wants to pursue a transi�on’
says one of Ma�’s case coordinators. ‘The child in a
way is a bit unclear where they are in the world.’
But a decision is approaching. One clinician reports:
‘She is now apparently sort of star�ng to show very
small signs of her chest developing. And um Mum is
feeling a real sense of responsibility but almost
pressure to kind of like she has to make
decisions now’.

The answer, all agree, is to educate Rachel about the
medical op�ons: ‘Giving mum a chance to become
more informed about the medical process might
relieve some of her concerns.’ Gary Butler, the UCLH
endocrinologist who prescribes hormone blockers
for the Tavistock agrees that mee�ng with Rachel
might help by ‘demys�fying puberty a li�le bit.’
When he does so, he addresses the ques�on that
High Court decided this year: what does cons�tute
informed consent in the case of an au�s�c 11-year-
old? Butler explains to Rachel:

‘If a young person is expressing extreme disquiet
there can be a choice made to start blocker
treatment as long as puberty has begun. But they
have to get their head around the whole process of
what it means which is quite a hard concept in any
case for an 11/12 year old to take. But par�cularly if
there are other distresses around.’

What does this mean in prac�ce? Butler says:

‘If someone is 11 going on 12 they really need to
understand the process to the level of maturity
that you would expect for an almost 12 year
old. At the same �me you need to understand
that it’s going on a journey which might end up
changing their body permanently.’ (25.44,
emphasis added)
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This matches what Butler told the Judicial Review:

“it is an absolute requirement before star�ng any
treatment that a young person can fully
understand this effect on fer�lity and sexual
func�oning according to their age and level of
matura�on.” (Para.42, emphasis added)

The judges disagreed. They decided that informed
consent requires the child to understand issues
‘which objec�vely ought to be given weight in the
future although the child might be unconcerned
about them now’.

The mee�ng with Gary Butler recorded in 2016
clearly sways Rachel, despite her ins�nc�ve
an�pathy towards medica�on: ‘You see the more
you talk about it the more I’m going towards saying I
have to go home and have a talk, a conversa�on
with Ma� and say, you know, this is the issue’, she
tells him. And yet she is no closer to extrac�ng an
answer from Ma�: ‘every �me you broach the
subject, Ma� just completely dismisses it. It’s like,
I’m not going to speak about it.’ As Ma� con�nues to
refuse to talk to her mother about gender, Rachel
becomes desperate and asks: ‘Do you want them to
make you a real boy?’ (23.50)

Keira Bell told the Judicial Review that when she was
referred to the adult Gender Iden�ty clinic to discuss
surgery, she “was visualising myself becoming a tall,
physically strong young man where there was
virtually no difference between me and a biological
boy.” (para 80). Keira began to have serious doubts
about her transi�on aged 20 when she began to
no�ce ‘how physically different I am to men as a
biological female, despite having testosterone
running through my body.’ But no one in the
documentary ques�ons whether Ma� can turn into
a ‘real boy’. This is surely a failure on the part of the
gender clinic who bear the responsibility to be
honest about the limited efficacy of the medical
pathway they offer. The High Court was clear that
the child needs to understand ‘the impact on fer�lity
and on future sexual func�oning.’ (para 132.)

Communica�ng with a child

With Rachel briefed about the urgency of the
puberty blocker decision, the focus shi�s to Ma�.
What we see is a pincer movement as both parent
and child are set up to extract agreement from the
other. Rachel is told by endocrinologist Gary Butler
that she needs to talk to Ma� about puberty
blockers; Ma� is told by clinician Charlie Beaumont
that she has to get Rachel on board: ‘You can agree
to this, but you have to make sure that your mum

agrees.’ (40.55) Given that Ma� won’t talk and
Rachel doesn’t want blockers, it’s puzzling to locate
the source of the urgency.

GIDS clinical psychologist, Dr Aiden Kelly explained in
2018 that the clinic has to put the responsibility on
the family: ‘So once we’ve go�en to a point where
we think this is the right thing to do, with the family,
and really, o�en we are pu�ng responsibility back
on the family because we don’t have the evidence
base to say it’s these kids and not these kids, or how
we can pick out which kids should go forward and
which shouldn’t’. The Tavistock needs Rachel to
decide; Rachel wants guidance from the experts;
Rachel wants to know what Ma� really thinks; Ma�
doesn’t want to talk.

In a revealing session we witness clips from the
interview with Ma� in which Charlie Beaumont tries
to extract an answer. The camera turns to the clock
in the room as the psychologist tries again and again
to get Ma� to answer (41.00). The clock �cks on. She
won’t answer, she shrugs, says ‘Kind of.’

Charlie: I suppose the thing about the blocker is it’ll
just pause things. If you don’t take that how do you
think you would feel. (41.47)

In 2020, the High Court ques�oned whether the
blocker ‘provides a “pause to think” in a “hormone
neutral” state or is a treatment to limit the effects of
puberty, and thus the need for greater surgical and
chemical interven�on later, as referred to in the
Health Research Authority report.’ (para 133) The
judges concluded that:

‘the use of puberty blockers is not itself a neutral
process by which �me stands s�ll for the child on
PBs, whether physically or psychologically. PBs
prevent the child going through puberty in the
normal biological process. As a minimum it
seems to us that this means that the child is not
undergoing the physical and consequen�al
psychological changes which would contribute to
the understanding of a person’s iden�ty. There is
an argument that for some children at least, this
may confirm the child’s chosen gender iden�ty at
the �me they begin the use of puberty blockers
and to that extent, confirm their GD and increase
the likelihood of some children moving on to
cross-sex hormones. Indeed, the sta�s�cal
correla�on between the use of puberty blockers
and cross-sex hormones supports the case that it
is appropriate to view PBs as a stepping stone to
cross-sex hormones.’ (para 136)

Perhaps Ma� does want puberty blockers as ‘a
stepping stone to cross-sex hormones’. We see Ma�
reading something she has wri�en: ‘To be honest I
see myself as a real boy, but I really do want to be a
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real real boy.’ (42.15) ‘I just want the blockers now. I
really do. I just don’t like talking about it.’ (42.24)

But the session with Charlie reveals a simpler
explana�on. Perhaps she just wants to be accepted
and understood:

Charlie: ‘If you went through a full puberty you
would feel kind of sad.’ Ma� nods. (42.42) Charlie:
‘Would you like people to understand you?’ Ma�:
‘Yes’ (42.49)

Clinician Charlie tells Gary Butler: ‘I think that Ma�
was much more aware of the process than he’s ever
been before. I think there is some anxiety about
puberty and what that means. And how you might
develop if you went through puberty and feeling
that’s not what he wants. (43.13) I think we’ve got a
much clearer picture than we’ve ever done before.’
Butler replies: ‘I think that’s really important.’ To the
GIDS, this scene presumably documents the care
with which clinicians approach difficult decisions.
But it is a flimsy basis for a decision with poten�ally
lifelong consequences.

Rachel now believes that for Ma� ‘having breasts
would be more damaging than not having them.’
(43.05) We see Ma� ge�ng a blocker injec�on while
Rachel holds back her tears. (46.00)

Ash’s story: sexual orienta�on and
gender iden�ty

Eight-year-old Ash is socially transi�oned as a girl
both at home and school. This has caused problems
with bullying and the whole family has been forced
to move to try out a new school where Ash presents
as a girl, living in stealth. But this only produces a
new problem, as her mother Terri reports:

‘A�er being at the school for about nine days, Ash
come home and she said, oh, I’ve got boyfriend. And
I think, oh God, ok. And then, that week, she come
out and go, ‘He kissed me on the lips.’ And, er, it
makes me uneasy when she says things like that
because I think of what the other parent would feel
if she knew.’ (6.24)

As long ago as 1987, Richard Green’s fi�een-year
study of feminine boys, published as The “Sissy Boy
Syndrome” and the Development of
Homosexuality showed that the most likely outcome
for boys who are extremely feminine is adult
homosexuality, not a transgender iden�ty. This was
the point that Stephanie Davies-Arai made in her
2015 blog. Recent research has supported this

finding. (Li, Kung, Hines 2017)

But no one seems to have told Ash’s mother. The
documentary captures a revealing discussion at the
GIDS, where the mother, Terri, asks Polly Carmichael:
‘Do you think there’s any chance that Ash could have
more female hormones now than male. Does that
happen? She’s just so feminine.’ Terri is presumably
thinking about some kind of intersex condi�on.

Polly: ‘It’s very very very, really very unlikely, almost
never do we find anything such as you’re talking
about.’

Terri: ‘I suppose I’d just really like to know why
this happens.’

Carmichael is right here: a rou�ne karyotype (or
check of the child’s chromosomes) was once a
standard procedure at the GIDS but was abandoned
because the results showed no abnormali�es.
(Butler et al 2018) Gender dysphoria has nothing to
do with intersex. This was Polly Carmichael’s
opportunity to explain to Terri that Ash might grow
up to be gay. Instead, she affects ignorance:

Polly, ‘But I mean in the end we don’t know why, we
don’t know why people feel the way they feel about
who they are. It’s your life, your body.’

Ash: ‘My decisions.’

Polly: ‘Your decisions.’

For Terri, Carmichael is the expert, the one person
she can trust. But Carmichael’s answer is poli�cal.
Ignoring research over five decades she presents
transi�on as a mystery, a ques�on of bodily
autonomy that only an eight-year-old can decide:
‘It’s your life, your body,’ she tells Ash. Carmichael’s
answer recalls what her colleague Bernade�e Wren
told Woman’s Hour in April: ‘We live in a world
where people alter their bodies, surgically or
otherwise, and this freedom is available for people
as they get older.’ And so Carmichael asks Ash about
hormones: ‘Are you someone at the moment who
feels they’d like to have the female hormones.’

Lacking the knowledge that Ash might be gay, Terri –
who is keen to support Ash – reinforces the female
iden�fica�on: ‘When you’re not here’, she says, ‘I’m
the only girl round here. I’m the only person who
doesn’t li� the toilet seat around here.’ (22.00) Ash
wants to stay a child because ‘If I stay a child forever,
nothing bad will happen.’ When the filmmaker asks:
‘Do you think you’ll be a girl forever?’ Ash replies:
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‘Yes.’ But not even girls can stay a girl forever. This is
not a child who has realis�c expecta�ons of
the future.

The Tavistock starts the discussion about puberty
blockers years before they will be needed and at
Ash’s next visit Polly Carmichael raises the subject
again. Terri says that Ash has hardly men�oned
blockers since the last mee�ng. Ash’s new
preoccupa�on is having a baby and she has explored
this online. Ash knows that a womb transplant is
available if she goes to Sweden. She knows that she
would have to have a caesarean though she doesn’t
know why. Ash is bright and ar�culate. But she is
also a child, thinking like a child. Carmichael
comments: ‘They don’t really get a full
understanding of some of those decisions.’ She
explains to Ash that ‘womb transplants are quite a
new thing and we don’t know for sure that it would
be possible for you.’ Kindness conspires to support
Ash’s fantasy and the repeated discussion of
hormones sets up child and parent for this
likely outcome.

Five years a�er the start of the puberty blocker
experiment, the GIDS opened their doors to
documentary makers to demonstrate their cau�ous
approach to medical interven�on and to win over
public support. With hindsight, their pride in ‘The
Gender Clinic’ appears to be misplaced. In 2016,
Transgender Trend asked how a child could give
informed consent to a pathway that will shape their
whole life:

To be in the posi�on of having to make this
decision is an unenviable one for parents but it’s
especially worrying when the decision is handed
over to the child. Of course, a child needs to be
informed and their view ascertained before any
treatment, but really how can a child begin to
understand the complexity of this issue, the life-
long effects of treatment which even the adults
don’t know, and the reality of life as a
transsexual adult?

In 2020 the High Court agreed. (Bell v.Tavistock, para
151,152.) Why did the GIDS not listen to the voices
of cau�on over those four years?

Further Reading:
Susan Ma�hews, ‘The Body Factory: Twen�eth Century Stories of Sex Change’, pp123-138 in ed. Heather
Brunskell-Evans and Michele Moore, Born In Your Own Body: Transgender, Children and Young People
(Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars, September 2017)

Susan Ma�hews, ‘Gender Guides and Workbooks: Understanding the Work of a new Disciplinary Genre’,
pp218-236 in ed. Michele Moore and Heather Brunskell-Evans, Inven�ng Transgender Children and Young
People (Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars, 2019)

Stephanie Davies-Arai and Susan Ma�hews, ‘Queering the Curriculum: Crea�ng Gendered Subjec�vity in
Resources for Schools’, pp199-217 in ed. Michele Moore and Heather Brunskell-Evans, Inven�ng Transgender
Children and Young People (Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars, 2019)
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